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Temporal Variations of the Earth's Magnetic Field - Overview

 When describing temporal variations of the magnetic field, it is useful to classify
 these variations into one of three types depending on their rate of occurence
 and source. Please note explicitly that the temporal variations in the magnetic
 field that we will be discussing are those that have been observed directly during
 human history. As such, the most well-known temporal variation, magnetic
 polarity reversals, while important in the study of earth history, will not be
 considered in this discussion. We will, however, consider the following three
.temporal variations

 Secular Variations - These are long-term (changes in the field that occur
 over years) variations in the main magnetic field that are presumably
 caused by fluid motion in the Earth's Outer Core. Because these variations
 occur slowly with respect to the time of completion of a typical exploration
 magnetic survey, these variations will not complicate data reduction
.efforts

.
:
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 At this one location, you can see that over the past 400 years, the declination has
 varied by almost 37 degrees while the inclination has varied by as much as 13
 degrees. These changes are generally assumed to be associated with the Earth's
 main magnetic field. That is, these are changes associated with that portion of the
 magnetic field believed to be generated in the Earth's core. As such, solid earth
 geophysicists are very interested in studying these secular variations, because
.they can be used to understand the dynamics of the Earth's core

 To understand these temporal variations and to quantify the rate of variability
 over time, standard reference models are constructed from magnetic observatory
 observations about every five years. One commonly used set of reference models
 is known as the  International Geomagnetic Reference Field. Based on these
 models, it is possible to  predict the portion of the observed magnetic field
 associated with the Earth's main magnetic field at any point on the Earth's
.surface, both now and for several decades in the past

 Because the main magnetic field as described by these secular variations changes
 slowly with respect to the time it takes us to complete our exploration magnetic
.survey, this type of temporal variation is of little importance to us





In-Field Referencing
?What is it

 In-Field Referencing (IFR) is the provision of magnetic field estimates at a
 series of locations and dates along a planned well-path which include
.estimates of the crustal field from local observations
The magnetic field estimates are derived from a global model, the BGS 

 Global Geomagnetic Model (BGGM), and from local absolute observations of
 the geomagnetic field collected during an aeromagnetic or marine survey, or
.sometimes a ground-based survey

 If the local data are measurements of the strength of the field, as is usually
 the case with aeromagnetic and marine surveys, BGS has developed a
 method of estimating the direction of the field, important for directional
.drilling, from this type of data. This is reported in SPE paper 49061

 BGS has been providing IFR services since the mid-1990s and the following
 map shows all locations where IFR services are readily available from the
 BGS (restrictions may apply). If your field is not present BGS can source
.suitable local magnetic data and set the field up for IFR services
?What is it for

http://geomag.bgs.ac.uk/data_service/directionaldrilling/bggm.html
http://geomag.bgs.ac.uk/data_service/directionaldrilling/bggm.html
http://geomag.bgs.ac.uk/data_service/directionaldrilling/bggm.html
http://geomag.bgs.ac.uk/data_service/directionaldrilling/bggm.html
https://www.onepetro.org/conference-paper/SPE-49061-MS




Gravitational field Magnetic field

Overall field geometry Approximate spherical 
symmetry
g varies as 1/r2

80% dipole
B varies as 1/r3

Direction Down, by definition Inclination varies from 
+90˚ to –90 ˚

Spatial variations 978,000 mgal at  Equator
983,000 mgal at  poles

GRS formula simple 
and accounts for variation 
of g with latitude

25,000 nT at Equator
61,000 nT at high latitude

IGRF is a complex series of spherical 
harmonics

Temporal variations with 
internal origin

Signal produced by plate
motion and mantle 
convection?

Secular variation,
westward drift and
north-south field reversals
Poles moving at ~ 15 km/yr

Temporal variations with 
external origin

Tidal signals (< 0.5 mgal) Diurnal Sq variation (50 nT)
Magnetic storms (100-1000nT)

Latitude variation
in Edmonton

~ 1 mgal km-1 ~3 nT km-1

Elevation variation
in Edmonton

~ 0.3 mgal m-1 ~ 0.03 nT m-1

Comparison of the Earths gravitational and magnetic field
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Total Field Measurements
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. Ignoring for the moment the temporally varying
 contribution to the recorded magnetic field caused by the 
 external magnetic field, the magnetic field we record with
 our proton precession magnetometer has two
:components

 The main magnetic field, or that part of the Earth's magnetic field
 generated by deep (outer core) sources. The direction and size of
 this component of the magnetic field at some point on the Earth's
.surface is represented by the vector labeled Fe in the figure

 The anomalous magnetic field, or that part of the Earth's
 magnetic field caused by magnetic induction of crustal rocks or
 remanent magnetization of crustal rocks. The direction and size
 of this component of the magnetic field is represented by the
vector labeled Fa in the figure



The total magnetic field we record, labeled Ft in the figure, is nothing more 
than the sum of Fe and Fa. Typically, Fe is much larger than Fa, as is shown in 
the figure (50,000 nT versus 100 nT). If Fe is much
larger than Fa, then Ft will point almost in the same direction as Fe regardless 
of the direction of Fa.
That is because the anomalous field, Fa, is so much smaller than the main 
field, Fe, that the total field , Ft, will be almost parallel to the main field.,

Modes of Acquiring Magnetic Observations
 Magnetic observations are routinely collected using any one of three different
.field operational strategies



Airborne - Both fluxgate and proton precession 
magnetometers can be mounted within or towed behind 
aircraft, including helicopters. These so-called 
aeromagnetic surveys are rapid and cost effective. When 
relatively large areas are involved, the cost of acquiring 1 
km of data from an aeromagnetic survey is about 40% less 
than the cost of acquiring the same data on the ground. In 
addition, data can be obtained from areas that are 
otherwise inaccessible. Among the most difficult problems 
associated with aeromagnetic surveys is fixing the position 
of the aircraft at any time. With the development of 
realtime, differential  GPS systems, however, this difficulty 
is rapidly disappearing.





.
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 Shipborne - Magnetic surveys can also be completed over water by towing a magnetometer behind a ship.
 Obviously, marine magnetic surveying is slower than airborne surveying. When other geophysical methods are
.being conducted by ship, however, it may make s ense to acquire magnetic data simultaneously

 Ground Based - Like gravity surveys, magnetic surveys are also commonly conducted on foot or with a vehicle.
 Ground-based surveys may be necessary when the target of interest requires more closely-spaced readings
 than are possible to acquire from the air. In the next discussion we will concentrate on ground-based surveys.
.All of this discussion, however, could be applied to air- and shipborne surveys also

 Because magnetic surveying is generally far cheaper than other geophysical methods, magnetic observations are
 commonly used for reconnaissance. These surveys can cover large areas and are used to identify the locations of
 targets for more detailed investigations. Because of their cost effectiveness, magnetic surveys usually consist of
 areal distributions of data instead of single lines of data. We will refer to the collection of geophysical observations
 over a geographic area as two-dimensional surveys. Data that is collected along a single line of observations will be
.referred to as one-dimensional surveys
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 When making total field measurements from which *
 estimates of the subsurface distribution of magnetic
 susceptibility or the presence of subsurface magnetized
 bodies are made, it is imperative that factors affecting the
 recorded field other than these be eliminated or isolated so
 that they can be removed. We have already discussed
 several of these added complications, including spatial
 variations of the Earth's  main magnetic field and temporal
 variations mostly associated with the external magnetic field.
 In addition to these factors which we can not control, there
are other sources of noise that we can control

Magnetic Cleanliness and Interference

 Because any ferromagnetic substance can produce an induced
 magnetic field in the presence of the Earth's main field and because
 modern magnetometers are very sensitive (0.1 nT), the field crew
 running the magnetic survey must divest itself of all ferrous objects.
 This includes, but is not limited to, belt buckles, knives, wire-rimmed
 glasses, etc. As a result of this, proton precession magnetometers are
typically placed



.

.

 on two to three meter poles to remove them from potential noise sources
.worn by the operators
 In addition to noise sources carried by the operators, many sources of
magnetic noise may be found in the environment. These can include
 any ferrous objects such as houses, fences, railroad rails, cars, rebar in
 concrete foundations, etc. Finally, when using a proton precession
magnetometer, reliable readings will be difficult to obtain near sources

 Strategies for Dealing with Temporal
Variations

 In acquiring gravity observations, we accounted for this temporal
 variability by periodically reoccupying a base station and using the
 variations in this reading to account for instrument drift and temporal
 variations of the field. We could use the same strategy in acquiring
:magnetic observations but is not routinely done for the following reasons
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 Diurnal Variations - These are variations in the magnetic field that occur over the
course of a day and are related to variations in the Earth's  external magnetic 

 field. This variation can be on the order of 20 to 30 nT per day and should be
 accounted for when conducting exploration magnetic surveys. it was also noted
.that these daily variations were larger in summer than in winter



.
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Measuring the Earth's Magnetic Field

 Instruments for measuring aspects of the Earth's magnetic field are among some of
 the oldest scientific instruments in existence. Magnetic instruments can be
 .classified into two types 
.  Mechanical Instruments - These are instruments that are mechanical in

 nature that usually measure the attitude (its direction or a component of
 its direction) of the magnetic field. The most common example of this
 type of instrument is the simple compass. The compass consists of
 nothing more than a small test magnet that is free to rotate in the
 horizontal plane. Because the positive pole of the test magnet is
 attracted to the Earth's negative magnetic pole and the negative pole of
 the test magnet is attracted to the Earth's positive magnetic pole, the
 test magnet will align itself along the horizontal direction of the Earth's
 magnetic field. Thus, it provides measurements of the  declination of the
 magnetic field. The earliest known compass was invented by the Chinese
 no later than the first century A.D., and more likely as early as the second
.century B.C
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 Magnetometers - Magnetometers are instruments, usually
operating

 non-mechanically, that are capable of measuring the strength,
 or a component of the strength, of the magnetic field. The first
 advances in designing these instruments were made during
 WWII when  Fluxgate Magnetometers were developed for use
.in submarine detection

 Since that time, several other magnetometer designs have
 been developed that include the  Proton Precession and
Alkali-Vapor magnetometers





 With these points in mind, most investigators
 conduct magnetic surveys using two
 magnetometers. One is used to monitor temporal
 variations of the magnetic field continuously at a
 chosen  base station, and the other is used to
collect observations related to the survey proper. 

 By recording the times at which each magnetic
 station readings are made and subtracting the
 magnetic field strength at the base station
 recorded at that same time, temporal variations in
 the magnetic field can be eliminated. The resulting
 field then represents relative values of the
 variation in total field strength with respect to the
.magnetic base station



?Spatially Varying Corrections
 When reducing gravity observations, there were a host of spatially
 varying corrections that were applied to the data. These included 
 latitude corrections, elevation corrections, slab corrections, and
 topography corrections. In principle, all of these corrections could be
 applied to magnetic observations also. In practice, the only
 corrections routinely made for are spatial variations in the Earth's
 main magnetic field, which would be equivalent to latitude
 corrections applied to gravity observations. Why aren't the other
?corrections applied

 Variations in total field strength as a function of elevation are less
 than 0.015 nT per meter. This variation is generally considered small
 enough to ignore. Variations in total field strength caused by excess
 magnetic material (i.e., a slab correction) and topography could, on
 the other hand, be quite significant. The problem is the large
 variation in  susceptibilities associated with earth materials even
.when those materials are of the same rock type

.Magnetic susceptibilities vary be orders of magnitude even among samples of the same rock type. So, how can we choose an average susceptibility on which to base our correction? The answer is we can't. Therefore, instead of applying a set of corrections that we know will be wrong, we apply no correction at all to attempt to account for excess material and topography






